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Natural & Light stained finishes of wood species disclaimer:
Wood is a product of nature and is not a manufactured material.
Each wood species has its own distinct grain, texture and color. These variations are natural and are the
acceptable condition of quality wood finishes. Species vary from tree to tree.
Master Woodcraft’s Natural and Light Stains will allow the maximum amount of grain variation, color
and character of the wood to show through.
While most customers will accept natural and light stained wood variations some customers may not.
Because the same grades of wood that are used with natural and light finishes are used with other
stained finishes, only people who appreciate the distinctiveness of each piece of wood should order a
natural finish. Darker finishes will cover some of the woods color and grain variation, but not all. Stains
may vary slightly from door to door depending on the wood.
Color changes may occur as a result of aging, exposure to light, heat, and other natural and chemical
elements. Color variations and changes are not covered by warranty.
Master WoodCraft cannot be responsible for the natural wood variations that may characterize your
cabinet selection. Master WoodCraft will not grain match solid wood parts.
Master Woodcraft’s Standard and Frameless price point box construction cabinets use a manmade
melamine material for exterior and interior finish. Natural wood with clear coat, on light stained face
frames and doors will not have a true match in color.
I have read the following paragraphs and am confident that I understand the visual characteristics of natural
woods both finished, clear coat finished and unfinished.
By signing below, I affirm that I do in fact, seek these characteristics and I do agree not to hold Master WoodCraft
Cabinetry LLC nor any of its agents, distributors, dealers liable for any dissatisfaction which may occur as a result of
these characteristics.

__________________________
Printed Name

__________________________
Witness

__________________________
Signature

__________________________
Date

